We characterize the Lie derivative of gauge-natural fields by means of Noether identities associated with invariance properties of a morphism obtained by contracting the Euler-Lagrange morphism with vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts (of infinitesimal principal automorphisms), with respect to which the gauge-natural second variational derivative vanishes.
Introduction
Our general framework is the finite order variational sequence [2, 3, 9, 16, 17] on gauge-natural bundles, i.e. on jet prolongations of fiber bundles associated to some gauge-natural prolongation of a principal bundle P [1, 7] . We define gauge-natural bundles in a constructive way, pointing out some important properties of the Lie derivative of sections of gauge-natural bundles (here assumed to represent physical fields). We represent Noether Theorems in the framework of variational sequences and introduce the generalized gauge-natural Jacobi morphism, thus characterizing Noether Theorems in the case of gauge-natural theories. We show that Noether identities -associated with a morphism obtained by contracting the Euler-Lagrange morphism with vertical parts of gauge-natural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms -hold true along the kernel of a suitably defined gauge-natural second variational derivative. The Lie derivative of physical fields in gauge-natural theories is accordingly characterized.
Jets of gauge-natural bundles
Consider a fibered manifold π : Y → X, with dim X = n and dim Y = n + m. For s ≥ q ≥ 0 integers we are concerned with the s-jet space J s Y of s-jet prolongations of (local) sections of π; in particular, we set J 0 Y ≡ Y . We recall the natural fiberings π s q : J s Y → J q Y , s ≥ q, π s : J s Y → X, and, among these, the affine fiberings π s s−1 . By adopting a multiindex notation, the charts induced on J s Y are denoted by (x σ , y i α ), with 0 ≤ |α| ≤ s; in particular, we set y i 0 ≡ y i . The local vector fields and forms of J s Y induced by the above coordinates are denoted by (∂ α i ) and (d i α ), respectively. For s ≥ 1, we consider the following natural splitting induced by the contact structure of the projections π s s−1 :
where
Given a vector field Ξ :
We shall call Ξ H and Ξ V the horizontal and the vertical part of Ξ, respectively. The splitting (1) induces also a decomposition of the exterior differential on Y , (π s s−1 )
where d H and d V , the horizontal and vertical differential ; see e.g. [14, 16] .
Gauge-natural bundles
Let P → X be a principal bundle with structure group G. Let r ≤ k be integers and W (r,k) P . = J r P × X L k (X), where L k (X) is the bundle of k-frames in X [1, 7] ; furthermore, let W (r,k) n G . = G r n ⊙ GL k (n) the semidirect product with respect to the action of GL k (n) on G r n given by the jet composition and GL k (n) is the group of k-frames in IR n . Here we denote by G r n the space of (r, n)-velocities on G [7] . The bundle W (r,k) P is a principal bundle over X with structure group W (r,k) n G. Let F be any manifold and ζ :
There is a naturally defined right action of W (r,k) n G on W (r,k) P × F so that we can associate in a standard way to W (r,k) P the bundle Y ζ . = W (r,k) P × ζ F , the gauge-natural bundle of order (r, k) [1, 7] .
Let T W (r,k) P /W (r,k) G (r ≤ k) be the vector bundle over X of right invariant infinitesimal automorphisms of W (r,k) P and denote by T X and A (r,k) the sheaf of vector fields on X and the sheaf of right invariant vector fields on W (r,k) P , respectively. A functorial map G is defined which lifts any rightinvariant local automorphism (Φ, φ) of the principal bundle W (r,k) P into a unique local automorphism (Φ ζ , φ) of the associated bundle Y ζ . Its infinitesimal version, the gauge-natural lift, reads:
where, for any y ∈ Y ζ , one sets:
, and Φ ζ t denotes the (local) flow corresponding to the gauge-natural lift of Φ t . This mapping fulfils the following properties (see [7] 
Definition 1 Let γ be a (local) section of Y ζ ,Ξ ∈ A (r,k) andΞ its gaugenatural lift. Following [7] we define the generalized Lie derivative of γ along the vector fieldΞ to be the (local) section £Ξγ :
Remark 1
The Lie derivative operator acting on sections of gauge-natural bundles satisfies the following properties:
1. it is an homomorphism of Lie algebras;
2. for any vector fieldΞ ∈ A (r,k) , the mapping γ → £Ξγ is a first-order quasilinear differential operator;
3. for any local section γ of Y ζ , the mappingΞ → £Ξγ is a linear differential operator;
4. we can regard £Ξ :
, for any (local) section γ of Y ζ and for any (local) vector fieldΞ ∈ A (r,k) . Furthermore, for gauge-natural lifts, the fundamental relation hold true:
Variational sequences and Noether Theorems
For s ≥ 0, we consider the standard sheaves Λ p s of p-forms on J s Y ζ . For 0 ≤ q ≤ s, we consider the sheaves H p (s,q) and H p s of horizontal forms with respect to the projections π s q and π s 0 , respectively. For 0 ≤ q < s, we consider the subsheaves C p (s,q) ⊂ H p (s,q) and C p s ⊂ C p (s+1,s) of contact forms, i.e. horizontal forms valued into C * s [Y ζ ] (they have the property of vanishing along any section of the gauge-natural bundle).
Let α ∈ C 1 s ∧H n,h s+1 . Then there is a unique pair of sheaf morphisms ( [8, 16] )
such that (π 2s+1 s+1 ) * α = E α − F α and F α is locally of the form F α = d H p α , with p α ∈ C 1 (2s−1,s−1) ∧ H n−1 2s . We shall now introduce a -for our purposes -fundamental morphism, denoted by K η , represented by Vitolo in [16] ; further studied by Kolář and Vitolo in [8] , in terms of which the Helmholtz morphism can be simply expressed.
Let then η ∈ C 1 s ∧ C 1 (s,0) ∧ H n,h s+1 ; then there is a unique morphism
where C 1 1 stands for tensor contraction on the first factor and ⌋ denotes inner product (see [8, 16] ).
According to [9, 16] , the fibered splitting (1) yields the sheaf splitting H p (s+1,s)
= h(Λ p s ) for 0 < p ≤ n and the surjective map h is defined to be the restriction to Λ p s of the projection of the above splitting onto the non-trivial summand with the highest value of t.
Consider the following truncated version due to Vitolo [16] of the finite order variational sequence introduced by Krupka in [9] :
where, following [16] , the sheaves V p s . = C p−n s ∧ H n,h s+1 /h(d ker h) with 0 ≤ p ≤ n + 2 are suitable representations of quotient sheaves.
The standard Lie derivative of fibered morphisms with respect to a projectable vector field j s Ξ passes to the quotient in the variational sequence [2] thus defining the variational Lie derivative L jsΞ . The following are restatements of the First and the Second Noether Theorem, respectively.
s . Then we have locally (up to pull-backs)
Theorem 2 Let α ∈ Λ n+1 s . Then we have globally (up to pull-backs)
Notice that the Second Noether Theorem as formulated above, is represented in terms of the morphism K hdα . Definition 2 Let (Ξ, ξ) be a projectable vector field on Y ζ . Let λ ∈ V n s be a generalized Lagrangian. We sayΞ to be a symmetry of λ if L js+1Ξ λ = 0.
We say λ to be a gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian if the gauge-natural lift (Ξ, ξ) of any vector fieldΞ ∈ A (r,k) is a symmetry for λ, i.e. if L js+1Ξ λ = 0. In this case the projectable vector fieldΞ ≡ G(Ξ) is called a gauge-natural symmetry of λ.
Proposition 1 Let λ ∈ V n s be a gauge-natural invariant Lagrangian. Then we have 0 = −£Ξ⌋E n (λ) + d H (−j s £Ξ⌋p dV λ + ξ⌋λ).
Variational derivatives and Noether identities
Let λ be a Lagrangian andΞ V a variation vector field. Let us set χ(λ, G(Ξ) V ) .
Definition 3
We call the morphism J (λ, G(Ξ) V ) . = E χ(λ,G(Ξ)V ) the gaugenatural generalized Jacobi morphism associated with the Lagrangian λ and the variation vector field G(Ξ) V [11] .
We define the i-th variational derivative operator as follows:
We have the following characterization of the second variational derivative (see [11, 13] for the proof in detail).
Theorem 3 Let δ 2
G λ be the variation of λ with respect to vertical parts of gaugenatural lifts of infinitesimal principal automorphisms. We have:
Furthermore:
Let now consider the term ω(λ, G(Ξ) V ) . = −£Ξ⌋E n (λ) appearing in the formulation of the First Noether Theorem given in Proposition 1.
We shall now derive Noether identities from the invariance properties of the new Lagrangian ω(λ, G(Ξ) V ) restricted along the kernel of the gauge-natural generalized Jacobi morphism.
On the other hand by the Second Noether Theorem we can write the relation:
Now, notice that by linearity the equivalence class [E n (j s G(Ξ V )⌋h(L js+1ΞV λ))] vanishes, since seen as a section of (
V Y ζ is a horizontal differential of contact forms of higher degree and thus goes into the quotient. By a simple comparison we get the assertion.
and since G(Ξ) V ∈ K implies the condition L js+1ΞH [L js+1ΞV λ] ≡ 0 (see [4, 13] ), we deduce that L js+1Ξ [L js+1ΞV λ] ≡ 0.
QED Remark 2 Notice that, as a consequence of Eq. (6) in Theorem 3, the condition L js+1Ξ [L js+1ΞV λ] ≡ 0 provides us with Noether identities for the invariance of E n (G(Ξ) V ⌋E n (λ)) under the action of infinitesimal principal automorphismΞ.
Due to the fundamental relationΞ V . = −£Ξ we have the following.
Corollary 1 Let G(Ξ) V ∈ K. The Lie derivative of sections of gauge-natural bundles £Ξ satisfies the invariant generalized Jacobi equations:
In particular, the condition j sΞV = D α (Ξ i V )∂ α i ∈ K implies, of course, that the componentsΞ i α andΞ γ are not independent, but they are related in such a way that j s £Ξ = −D α (Ξ i − y i γΞ γ )∂ α i must be a solution of generalized gaugenatural Jacobi equations for the Lagrangian λ.
